
Publicly available data.

Dataset/Associated Attributes Attribute Descriptions
Road Characteristics Arcs 
G1_FtSeg_Id A unique identification number permanently assigned to a line feature between two known recoverable locations to represent a section of pavement. Spatial locations of linear events can be uniquely represented by combination of G1FTSEG, Beg_G1Fact, and End_G1Fact fields.  Total G1FTSEG measure is calculated to the integer of one. This represents a percentage (0 - 1.000000) of the total length.  G1FTSEG and its associated referencing points establish the LRS datum for NCDOT.
Frm_Evnt_Pct The beginning measure for a segment referenced to G1FTSEG. Values will range from 0 - < 1.000000 for percentage.
To_Evnt_Pct The ending measure for a segment referenced to G1FTSEG. Values will range from > 0 - 1.000000 for percentage.
RTE_1_CLSS_CD Route 1 class code - dominant route classification
RTE_1_NBR Route 1 number - dominant route number
RTE_1_PRIM_CD Route 1 primary code - dominant route classification code
RTE_1_DDIR_CD Route 1 direction code - dominant route direction
RTE_1_START Route 1 start - dominant route start indicator
RTE_STATUS_CD Route status code represents maintenance status of the dominant route
SRCDOC_TYP_CD Source document type code - most recent route action document type, legacy data not populated
SRCDOC_NBR Source document type code - route action document number, legacy data not populated
REVDOC_TYP_CD Revision document type code - last reference source used for geometric revisions.
REVDOC_NUM Revision document number - geometric reference document (year)
RTE_SUBCTGY_CD Route sub-category code -  used for generating Microstation DGN data
ONEWAY_DIR_FLG Oneway direction flag - identifies one way traffic flow
RTE_2_CLSS_CD Route 2 class code - dominant route classification
RTE_2_NBR Route 2 number - dominant route number
RTE_2_PRIM_CD Route 2 primary code - dominant route classification code
RTE_2_DDIR_CD Route 2 direction code - dominant route direction
RTE_2_START Route 2 start - dominant route start indicator
RTE_3_CLSS_CD Route 3 class code - dominant route classification
RTE_3_NBR Route 3 number - dominant route number
RTE_3_PRIM_CD Route 3 primary code - dominant route classification code
RTE_3_DDIR_CD Route 3 direction code - dominant route direction
RTE_3_START Route 3 start - dominant route start indicator
RTE_4_CLSS_CD Route 4 class code - dominant route classification
RTE_4_NBR Route 4 number - dominant route number
RTE_4_PRIM_CD Route 4 primary code - dominant route classification code
RTE_4_DDIR_CD Route 4 direction code - dominant route direction
RTE_4_START Route 4 start - dominant route start indicator
RTE_5_CLSS_CD Route 5 class code - dominant route classification
RTE_5_NBR Route 5 number - dominant route number
RTE_5_PRIM_CD Route 5 primary code - dominant route classification code
RTE_5_DDIR_CD Route 5 direction code - dominant route direction
RTE_5_START Route 5 start - dominant route start indicator
RTE_6_CLSS_CD Route 6 class code - dominant route classification
RTE_6_NBR Route 6 number - dominant route number
RTE_6_PRIM_CD Route 6 primary code - dominant route classification code
RTE_6_DDIR_CD Route 6 direction code - dominant route direction
RTE_6_START Route 6 start - dominant route start indicator
STREET_NAME Route classification and route number
LUPD_A_DATE Last update A(ttribute) date - most recent edit to the line features LRS attributes, does not include ARID attribute changes
LUPD_F_DATE Last update F(eature) date - the most recent edit to the line features geometry
RTE_RMP_CD Route ramp code - connection code, legacy data not populated
MAINT_CNTY_CD Maintenance county code - county responsible for maintenance
LOC_1_CNTY_CD Location county code - county containing the feature
LOC_2_CNTY_CD Location 2 county code - additional county containing the feature (for use on county boundary)
RVRS_ATRBT_IND Indicator for when a generation(x) FTSEG is reversed from the G1 FTSEG line segment direction.
TIER_CD The North Carolina Multimodal Investment Network classification values
HOLD Indication of the feature class source of the line segment
RTE_NM Route Name is a text representation of the route number.
RTE_ID Ten digit code describing the route.
MaxMp1 Maxium milepost for that route within that county
ShieldType Type of Route shield to use with Maxplex labing
Route1 Eight digit code describing the route.
BegMp1 Begin Milepost for route number 1.
EndMp1 End Milepost for route number 1.
Route2 Eight digit code describing the route.
BegMp2 Begin Milepost for route number 2.
EndMp2 End Milepost for route number 2.
Route3 Eight digit code describing the route.
BegMp3 Begin Milepost for route number 3.
EndMp3 End Milepost for route number 3.
Route4 Eight digit code describing the route.
BegMp4 Begin Milepost for route number 4.
EndMp4 End Milepost for route number 4.
Route5 Eight digit code describing the route.
BegMp5 Begin Milepost for route number 5.
EndMp5 End Milepost for route number 5.
Route6 Eight digit code describing the route.
BegMp6 Begin Milepost for route number 6.
EndMp6 End Milepost for route number 6.
AADT_STTN_NBR Portable count station identification number assigned by the Traffic Survey Group. Represents the
AAH_TYP_CD An assessment of the horizontal alignment of the HPMS sample based on curves, speed, design standards and safety. Is required for HPMS when curve data are not reported.
AAV_TYP_CD An assessment of the vertical alignment of the HPMS sample based on grade, sight distance, speed, design standards and safety. Is required for HPMS when grade data are not reported.
ACS_CNTRL_TYP_CD Used to indicate where some degree of control of through traffic movement is made to a road. No data indicates that the section of road has no access control (free movement with intersecting roads and driveways).
ADTN_DT The date that the section of road was added to the state maintenance system or was constructed.
AREA_TYP_CD Describes the segment as rural or urban and it's designation concerning Air Quality Non-Attainment Area status.
BASE_DTL_TYP_CD Detailed base type values. The data is collected from petitions and municipal agreements for the Pavement Management Unit.
BTHCK_HGT The thickness of the base material of the road. Is collected from petitions and municipal agreements for the Pavement Management Unit.
CNTR_PEAK_LANE_QTY The number of lanes in the direction opposite the peak hour direction of flow, only if the value cannot be derived from the total number of lanes.
DHV_QTY Design Hour Volume (DHV) is the 30th highest hour as a percentage of the annual average daily traffic to the nearest whole percent. Normally ranges between 7 and 18 percent. Values less than 7 percent indicate that there is no significant peak hour and that volumes are the same for every hour of the day.
DRCTNL_FCTR_QTY The percent of design hour volume (DHV) flowing in the peak direction.
FC_TYP_CD A classification system of roads based on the character of traffic service that they are intended to provide. Approval of changes is done by the Federal Highway Administration.
GRN_TM_QTY The typical percent green time of the traffic signal for through lanes during peak hours at the signalized intersections for the route. Does not include green-arrow time for turning movements.
HOV_TYP_CD The type of lanes used for HOV exclusively or during specified time periods.
IMPTYP_CD The type of the last improvement to the road
IMPTYP_DT The date that the section of road was last improved
LEN_CRV_A_LEN The total length curves located on a sample segment that have a degree of curvature between 0.0 and 3.4 degrees.
LEN_CRV_B_LEN The total length curves located on a sample segment that have a degree of curvature between 5.5 and 8.4 degrees.
LEN_CRV_C_LEN The total length curves located on a sample segment that have a degree of curvature between 5.5 and 8.4 degrees.
LEN_CRV_D_LEN The total length curves located on a sample segment that have a degree of curvature between 8.5 and 13.9 degrees.
LEN_CRV_E_LEN The total length curves located on a sample segment that have a degree of curvature between 14.0 and 27.9 degrees.
LEN_CRV_F_LEN The total length curves located on a sample segment that have a degree of curvature above 28 degrees.
LEN_GRD_A_LEN The total length grades located on a sample segment that have a percent grade between 0.0 and 0.4.
LEN_GRD_B_LEN The total length grades located on a sample segment that have a percent grade between 0.5 and 2.4.
LEN_GRD_C_LEN The total length grades located on a sample segment that have a percent grade between 2.5 and 4.4.
LEN_GRD_D_LEN The total length grades located on a sample segment that have a percent grade between 4.5 and 6.4.
LEN_GRD_E_LEN The total length grades located on a sample segment that have a percent grade between 6.5 and 8.4.
LEN_GRD_F_LEN The total length grades located on a sample segment that have a percent grade above 8.5.
TRNLN_LFT_TYP_CD Describes the peak period left turning lane situation. No data indicates that the section of road has no left turn lanes.
MDN_TYP_CD Indicates the type of median, or presence of a continuous turn lane. No data indicates that the road is undivided.
MDN_WID Indicates the total median width from between the inside edges of surface pavement. For roads that are represented as divided in the LRS, half of the median width is stored on each side of the road.
NHS_TYP_CD A network of nationally significant highways approved by Congress in the National Highway System (NHS) Designation Act of 1995.
NBR_LANE_QTY The number of through lanes
OTHR_NO_CNTRL_QTY This is the number of intersections on a sample segment without stop signs or controls
PCT_AD_CT_PCT The percent of average daily combination trucks along a sample segment.
PCT_AD_SUT_PCT The percent of average daily single unit trucks along a sample segment.
PCT_PEAK_CT_PCT The percent of combination trucks along a sample segment, during the peak hour.
PCT_PEAK_SUT_PCT The percent of single unit trucks along a sample segment, during the peak hour.
PEAK_CPCTY_QTY The hourly capacity reflecting the peak-period, along a sample segment.
PEAK_LNS_QTY The number of lanes in the peak hour direction of flow, only if the value is not equal to ½ the number of lanes for undivided roads, or the number of lanes in the peak direction if the road is divided in the LRS. No data indicates that the information can be derived from the Number of Lanes table.
PEAK_PRKG_LFT_TYP_CD Indicates type of parking available on the left side of the road, during peak hour.
PEAK_PRKG_RGT_TYP_CD Indicates type of parking available on the right side of the road, during peak hour.
PPLTN_GRP_TYP_CD The population grouping of the municipality that the road segment is located within.
PVMT_QLTY_TYP_CD A general assessment of the pavement condition at the time that the road is added to the system.
TRNLN_RGT_TYP_CD Describes the peak period right turning lane situation. No data indicates that the section of road has no right turn lanes
RW_WID The width of land designated for the facility.
URBN_ID_CD Urban Code, this is the U.S. Census urban area code.
RU_PPLTN_TYP_CD The population grouping of the smooth boundary or municipality that the road segment is located within (includes unincorporated extensions).
SHLDR_LFT_TYP_CD Indicates the type of left shoulder material.
SHLDR_RGT_TYP_CD Indicates the type of right shoulder material.
SHLDR_WID_LFT_QTY The total shoulder width for left shoulders. Includes paved and unpaved shoulders.
SHLDR_WID_RGT_QTY The total shoulder width for right shoulders. Includes paved and unpaved shoulders.
SHS_TYP_CD Designates the section's classification per the State Highway System and rural/urban designation based on municipal population
SGNL_QTY Signals, These are the number of at-grade signalized intersections within the sample section.
SGNLZTN_TYP_CD The type of signalization of the predominant signal system of a sample segment.
SMPL_ID_NBR An identification number for the HPMS samples.
SPD_LMT_TYP_CD The posted speed limit.
STHCK_HGT The thickness of the surface material of the road.
STP_SIGN_QTY Stop Signs, This is the number of at-grade intersections with stop signs within the sample section.
SRFC_DTL_TYP_CD Detailed surface type values. The data is collected from petitions and municipal agreements for the Pavement Management Unit.
SRFC_TYP_CD The generalized type of pavement surface on the road. Codes below 60 are considered unpaved roads.
SRFC_WID The width of the road, either the paved surface, or surface from ditch to ditch on unpaved roads.
SSYS_CMRA_IND_CD Indication of surveillance cameras: closed circuit television cameras allow operators to verify incidents, confirm traffic conditions and change patterns to alleviate congestion.
SSYS_ELCTRNC_IND_CD Indication of electronic surveillance: to collect real time traffic data to monitor traffic flow; traffic flow detection devises are used to measure speed and volume
SSYS_FCP_IND_CD Indication of free cell phone to dedicated number other than 911, statewide DUI, etc
SSYS_HWYAR_IND_CD Indication of highway advisory radio
SSYS_INALG_IND_CD Indication of incident detection technology algorithms
SSYS_IVS_IND_CD Indication that hardware exists to provide in-vehicle signing information to equipped vehicles
SSYS_MER_IND_CD Indication of Metered entrance ramps: ramp meters regulate number of vehicles entering a congested freeway to avoid even worse congestion
SSYS_OCSP_IND_CD Indication of Publicly Sponsored On-Call Service Patrol: Incident Management Assistance Patrols (IMAP) aids stranded motorists and assists in incident clearance
SSYS_PMSGN_IND_CD Indication of Permanent variable message signs: dynamic message signs communicate real-time traveler information such as delays and incidents, allowing travelers to react in a safe, timely, and appropriate manner
TRRN_TYP_CD Type of Terrain, This is the type of terrain for the road segment
TWN_CD Identifies the town which contains the segment, if applicable
TRCK_OP_PCT The percentage of commercial vehicles in the off-peak hour to the nearest whole percent
TRCK_PCT_TYP_CD Percent of trucks during the peak hour, where the  design hour volume is at least 5%.
TRCK_RTE_TYP_CD Routes designated for use by dimensioned commercial vehicles under the Surface Transportation Assistance Act (STAA) of 1982. No data indicates that trucks are allowed on the route without restrictions.
WDS_NBR Design Speed; the maximum speed at which a vehicle can safely operate on the road
SD_PSG_PCT The percent of an HPMS sample meeting the sight distance requirement for passing.
SW_PVD_LFT_QTY The paved shoulder surface width for left shoulders.



STRCTR_CD The location of bridges, tunnels and causeways
SW_PVD_RGT_QTY The paved shoulder surface width for right shoulders.
AADT_EST_YR The applicable year of the Annual Average Daily Traffic (AADT)
ADTN_DCMT_ID The source document number that authorized the addition to the state maintained system.
ADTN_DCMT_TYP_CD The type of source document that authorized the addition to the state maintained system.
FCLTY_TYP_CD Indicates operational characteristics of the road that cannot be derived from the LRS.
IMP_DCMT_ID The source document number that authorized the last improvement to the road.
IMP_DCMT_TYP_CD The type of source document that authorized the improvement.
MLTRY_BASE_CD The military base name for the STRAHNET route.
OWDNG_DVLPMT_CD Widening Obstacles - Dense Development
OWDNG_ES_CD Widening Obstacles - Environmentally Sensitive
OWDNG_HSTRCL_CD Widening Obstacles - Historical & Archaeological Sites
OWDNG_NONE_CD No obstacles to widening
OWDNG_OTHR_FCLTY_CD Widening Obstacles - Other Public Facilities
OWDNG_PRKLND_CD Widening Obstacles - Parkland
OWDNG_TF_CD Widening Obstacles - Major Transportation Facilities
OWDNG_TRRN_CD Widening Obstacles - Terrain Restrictions
OWNR_TYP_CD Identifies the owner of all roads open to public travel. No data indicates that the ownership is specified by route class.
SHN_TYP_CD The military's Strategic Highway Network (STRAHNET), as defined in 23 CFR 470.107(b). Is part of the National Highway System.
WDNG_PTNTL_CD Widening Potential, This is the number of through lanes that could be potentially added.
AADT_EST_CNT Annual Average Daily Traffic (AADT)
TRNLN_LFT_WID The total width for left turning lanes.
TRNLN_RGT_WID The total width for right turning lanes.
HOV_LN_CNT The number of lanes used for HOV
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